PRESS KIT
"Sinners & Saints became my underdog favourite of the
festival: a gritty, fast-paced cop thriller…fantastic action
scenes, combining realism with stylish flair."
Mike Furry, Jade Magazine, Cannes Film Festival 2010
“I’m really digging the vibe of this film… like early
John Woo or Michael Mann at his best."
Edmonton, QuietEarth.us, Managing Editor
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CHARLOTTE PREMIERE
Charlotte, NC (August 20, 2010) - Carolina Film Works, a Charlotte-based film production company, will
host a premiere of the multi-million dollar feature Sinners & Saints on Tuesday, Sept. 14th at Epicentre
Theatre (210 East Trade Street). The red carpet event begins with celebrity and VIP arrivals at 6:30pm,
followed by a movie screening at 7:15pm and an after-party at Mez Restaurant and Lounge.
Writer/director William Kaufman and cast members Tom Berenger, Louis Mandylor, and Costas
Mandylor will be in attendance.
Tickets can be purchased
online for $14.00 each at
epicentretheaters.com. All
net proceeds will benefit
the Special Operations
Warrior Foundation, a
501(c)3 that provides
recovery assistance to
severely wounded special
operations personnel and
tuition assistance to the
children of special
operations personnel
killed in combat or
training.
The film stars Johnny Strong (Black Hawk Down, The Fast & the Furious), Tom Berenger (Sniper,
Substitute, Inception), Sean Patrick Flanery (The Young Indiana Jones Chronicles, Boondock Saints I & II),
Kevin Phillips (Notorious, Pride, Red Tails), Costas Mandylor (Saw III-VI, Beowolf), Kim Coates (Sons of
Anarchy, Pearl Harbor, Black Hawk Down), Louis Mandylor (My Big Fat Greek Wedding, In the Eyes of a
Killer), Jurgen Prochnow (Air Force One, The Da Vinci Code), Clifford "Method Man" Smith, Jolene
Blalock, Brooklyn Sudano, Bas Rutten, and Jake La Botz.
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Directed by William Kaufman (The Prodigy, The Hit List) and co-written with Jay Moses (The Prodigy,
Shotgun Kiss), Sinners & Saints is set in lawless, storm-ravaged New Orleans, where Detective Sean
Riley (Strong) is coping with the death of his young son and abandonment by his wife. Facing probable
suspension, he is teamed with a young homicide detective to solve a series of brutal murders that
plunged the city into a major gang war. As clues stack up, Sean realizes that Colin O'Neil (Flanery), his
childhood friend, is at the center of a plot far more sinister than he could have imagined.
The world premiere of Sinners & Saints, held last month at Arclight Hollywood at the Cinerama Dome
in Los Angeles, drew stars like Eric Bana (Munich, The Time Traveler’s Wife, Star Trek, Armored, Hulk,
Troy) and William Fichtner (The Dark Knight, Black Hawk Down, Prison Break). The film has also been
selected for the Cannes Film Festival, Berlin International Film Festival, American Film Market, and USA
Film Festival's TexFest. “This is a project we are extremely proud of having made," says Fred Delagarza,
co-owner of Carolina Film Works and associate producer of Sinners & Saints. "We want to bring this
celebrity cast and action-packed film to our hometown - and bring it in right!”
Carolina Film Works co-owners and producers Rodney Blair, Fred Delagarza, Leon Dunn, and Jay
Stamper have been working together for nearly a decade to help establish Charlotte, NC as a premier
location for Hollywood-style motion pictures that will bring positive interest and business to the
region. For more information, please contact Fred Delagarza at 704.604.8918 or
carolinafilmworks@hotmail.com and visit www.sinnersandsaintsthemovie.com.

THE STORY
As the leader of an elite “Street Crimes”
task force squad, New Orleans Detective,
SEAN REILLY, has seen the worst violence
the city has to offer. It’s taking its toll on
him. Life and death are never more than a
breath away, and this brutality has
become his life. During a routine warrant
“serve”, Sean’s team is ambushed and his
partner is viciously killed. Only a year and a half removed from the loss of his son and his marriage in
the aftermath, this may be the last straw that finally sends Sean over the edge.
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Sean’s mentor, CAPTAIN TRAHAN, senses a change just may save Sean from the dark place he’s
heading and reassigns him to a baffling gangland homicide case that is plaguing the Crescent City’s
underbelly. Leading the investigation is Detective WILL GANZ, an intelligent family man who loves his
job but has clearly stumbled onto a case that is out of his element.
As the clues stack up on the “gangland”
case, Sean and Will realize that COLIN
O'NEIL, one of Sean’s childhood friends
and a security contractor just back
from the Middle East, seems to be at
the center of the case. The street is
buzzing with the word that RAYMOND
CROWE, the squad leader of Colin’s
security team, is hunting him down to
recover a video that may contain
evidence of something so horrible, the
implications could reach the highest
levels of the government.
With heavy political pressures from
both sides of the war and deadly forces
breathing down his neck, Crowe has
just 48 hours to recover the evidence
in time. Sean and Will are forced into a
desperate race against the clock to
solve the mystery, save Colin, and find
the video before Crowe and his
merciless band of killers do. Determined not to let each other down, each man must confront their
darkest fears and risk the lives of the ones they love the most. But in the end, will either one be able to
live with the choices they made or the price they have to pay?
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WRITER / DIRECTOR
William Kaufman
Having grown up on the move, William Kaufman has had the opportunity to
live all over the world, from Asia to Europe. While in high school in Bangkok, he
began his career in the industry working on Robin William’s Good Morning
Vietnam as an intern in the special effects department.
After film school, he continued in special effects where he learned the
intricacies of feature film production from some of the most skilled and talented technicians in the
industry. That is also where he began to understand and develop his ability to construct incredible
action sequences while working with very little money and half the equipment typically used by the
studios. “I got to work with some real geniuses and learned an incredible amount from guys who had
worked with everyone from Oliver Stone to James Cameron,” he recalled.
Moving on from special effects, Kaufman began working as a second unit director and producer for
commercials and independent films. Kaufman then directed his debut feature film, The Prodigy.
Against all odds, the film sold out to every foreign territory before being released to rave reviews in the
United States. The Prodigy is currently available at every major retailer, including Blockbuster, On
Demand, Starz, NetFlix, BestBuy, Amazon, Target, and Wal-Mart. Based upon this success, Kaufman has
now shifted his focus towards his follow-up film, Sinners & Saints.
Director's Statement
“Where my last film, The Prodigy, was a bleak tale about a man who drowns in the darkness of his
chosen path, Sinners & Saints is about a man who is climbing out of the darkness and searching for
hope and redemption. As far as the look and energy, it has the same style and feel as The Prodigy but
on a much, much grander scale.
As for setting it in New Orleans, this has been a dream of mine for years, and in the wake of Hurricane
Katrina, the scope and dramatic intensity of the story elevated to an entirely new level. The city is far
more than a simple backdrop for our cops and killers to chase one another. It’s a living, breathing
character of its own. As you will see, we didn’t spend much time cruising through the French Quarter
or the Garden District, or hanging out at Café Dumonde.
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This is a glimpse of the underbelly of the city, a world few outside of New Orleans have ever seen. New
Orleans is a city where attitudes, accents, and customs are different from any place else in the world.
It’s a melting pot that never melted, full of Spanish, Caribbean, Sicilian, Irish, African, and Confederate
cultures all crammed together, yet divided at the same time. It’s a very exciting and dynamic place.
That said, my goal was to make a film that appeals on many levels. Yes, I proudly admit that on the
surface, it’s obviously a very adrenaline-fueled, genre movie... it’s gritty, it’s violent and full of action.
But for those who are looking for something deeper, I think they will find it has much more to offer.”

THE CAST
Johnny Strong - Detective Sean Riley
Johnny Strong plays the film's pivotal role as the wild and dangerous street crimes
detective, Sean Riley. Strong is one of Hollywood’s hottest actors, having starred
most recently in Revolution Films' Black Hawk Down, directed by Ridley Scott. He
initially caught Hollywood’s attention with his impressive turn as a drug-addicted,
gun-toting teen in The Glimmer Man with Steven Seagal, followed by a role alongside Sylvester Stallone
in Get Carter and then as Leon, a member of a LA underground street racing gang in Universal’s hit
action flick, The Fast & the Furious, in which he co-starred with Vin Diesel and Paul Walker.
Kevin Phillips - Detective Will Ganz
Rising star, Kevin Phillips plays rookie detective, Will Ganz. Most recently seen in
the blockbuster Notorious opposite Angela Bassett and in Mama, I Want to Sing!,
Phillips established himself as one of the breakout actors of 2009. He is best
known for his outstanding performance in Lionsgate’s Pride opposite Terrence
Howard and Bernie Mac. Phillips can next be seen in George Lucas’ upcoming WWII epic, Red Tails.
Tom Berenger - Captain Pete Trahan
Oscar nominee, Tom Berenger, highlights the cast as NOPD captain, Pete Trahan,
Sean’s mentor and boss. Berenger has headlined such blockbuster films as Major
League, Born on the 4th of July, and Platoon, for which he won an Academy Award
nomination. He also recently starred in Inception, and his outstanding work in
television includes Gettysburg, Into the West, Third Watch, Ally McBeal, Cheers, and October Road.
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Sean Patrick Flanery - Colin O’Neil
Sean Patrick Flanery is cast as Colin O’Neil, the deeply troubled, ex-army buddy
and childhood friend of Sean Riley. Flanery has achieved widespread acclaim for
his powerful performances in both film and television. His portrayal of a gifted
social misfit in the film Powder, earned him an MTV Movie Award nomination for
best breakthrough performance. He also starred in Showtime’s Emmy Award-Winning Drama, Run the
Wild Fields.
Born in Lake Charles, Louisiana and raised in Houston, Texas, Flanery developed his passion for acting
as a drama major at the University of St. Thomas. In 1992, he was cast as the title character in George
Lucas’ critically-acclaimed ABC Television series, The Young Indiana Jones Chronicles. Other notable
television roles include Numb3rs, CSI, Stargate, and Stephen King’s The Dead Zone. Additional film
roles include the incredibly successful cult hit Boondock Saints, The Suicide Kings, Simply Irresistible,
and Body Shots. Last year, he reprised his starring role in the much-anticipated sequel, Boondock
Saints: All Saints Day.
Costas Mandylor - Raymond Crowe
Costas Mandylor stars as Raymond Crowe, the deadly and unstable leader of a
rouge team of mercenaries sent to New Orleans to hunt down Sean’s childhood
friend, Colin. Born in Australia of Greek descent, this handsome actor abandoned a
soccer career after sustaining injuries and relocated to Hollywood to pursue acting.
He quickly won a co-starring role alongside Willem DaFoe, in the Holocaust drama, Triumph of the
Spirit. Costas’ credits also include co-starring roles in Sean Penn’s The Pledge, Oliver Stone’s The Doors,
Robert Zemeckis’ Beowolf, and the hit television shows 7th Heaven, Charmed, Picket Fences, and Sex in
the City. More recently, Costas can be seen in Saw VI, where he reprises his role from Saw III, Saw IV,
and Saw V as Mark Hoffman, forensic investigator turned villain.
Jolene Blalock - Stacy
Jolene Blalock plays Colin's beautiful but broken girlfriend, Stacy. Blalock first
gained fame as an international model but was catapulted quickly into
superstardom for her role as Sub-Commander T’Pol on the hit series Star Trek:
Enterprise. Her work can also be seen in Starship Troopers 3, CSI:Miami, Slow Burn,
and House M.D.
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Method Man - Weddo Varnado
Rap superstar turned actor, Clifford "Method Man" Smith, is the revenge-driven
gang leader Weddo Varnado. Coming off star turns in HBO’s acclaimed The Wire
and the indie hit The Wackness, Method Man is quickly proving he is as gifted an
actor as he is a musician. Method Man exploded on the scene as the founding
member of the rap super group, The Wu-Tang Clan. His memorable performances can be seen in CSI,
The Garden State, Meet the Spartans, and Soulplane.
Kim Coates - Dave Besson
Veteran Actor, Kim Coates, is NOPD strike team member, Dave Besson, Sean’s
best friend and partner. Coates has co-starred in numerous blockbusters, including
Ridley Scott’s Black Hawk Down, Michael Bay’s Pearl Harbor, and Kevin Costner’s
Open Range. His body of work includes memorable turns on television shows like
Prison Break, Entourage, and CSI: Miami. Coates can also be seen in Hero Wanted opposite Cuba
Gooding, Jr. and Ray Liotta, Resident Evil: Afterlife, and the new original F/X series, Sons of Anarchy.
Bas Rutten - Dekker
Legendary Mixed Martial Artist, Sebastian "Bas" Rutten, stars as Dekker, an exSouth African commando and the right-hand man of villain, Raymond Crowe.
Rutten is one of Mixed Martial Arts’ most feared and respected figures, not only
for his prolific fighting career but also for his work as a color commentator and
martial arts guru. Born in Tilburg, Netherlands, Rutten was drawn to martial arts after seeing Bruce Lee
classic Enter the Dragon. Rutten is known as much for his gregarious personality as he is for his
pulverizing leg kicks and patented “Liver Shot” left hook. This self-made “King of Pancrase” and threetime UFC Heavyweight Champion makes an exciting addition to the cast.
Louis Mandylor - Cole
Louis Mandylor plays Cole, the erratic and deadly ex-Australian SAS Commando,
and he is another key member of Crowe’s motley crew of renegade security
contractors. Originally hailing from Australia, Louis had a career as a professional
soccer player and boxer before he fell in love with acting. He has since had roles in
numerous television shows, including CSI: Miami, Friends, Charmed, and Martial Law Louis has also
starred in films such as Necessary Roughness, The Game of Their Lives, Redline, My Big Fat Greek
Wedding, and In the Eyes of a Killer.
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Jake La Botz - Melvin
Taking on the role as Melvin, our detective’s white trash hustling snitch, is
renowned blues singer/song-writer, Jake La Botz. Jake made his acting debut in
Steve Buscemi’s prison drama, Animal Factory, which starred Willem DaFoe and
Mickey Rourke. From there, he went on to co-star in a number of indie films such
as Scarlett Johansson’s Ghost World and Casey Affleck’s Lonesome Jim. Action fans can also see La Botz
in Sylvester Stallone’s 2008 film, Rambo, as the redneck mercenary for hire – Reese, a.k.a Graveyard.
Jürgen Prochnow - Rykhin
German star Jürgen Prochnow plays the chilling mastermind, Rykhin, in Sinners &
Saints. Exploding on the international screen as the gritty U-Boat captain in the
Wolfgang Petersen directed classic film, “Das Boot,” Prochnow has gone on to play
unforgettable roles in Air Force One, Beverly Hills Cop 2, The Da Vinci Code, and
Robin Hood.
Brooklyn Sudano - Beth Ganz
One of the rising young stars of Hollywood, Brooklyn Sudano plays Beth Ganz, the
loving wife of Detective Will Ganz and devoted mother to their two young
children. She can also be seen in the thriller Alone in the Dark 2, Rain, and
Revolution, starring opposite Peter Fonda.

CAROLINA FILM WORKS
Carolina Film Works is co-owned by film producers Rodney Blair, Fred Delagarza, Leon Dunn, and Jay
Stamper. These production partners have been working together for nearly a decade to establish
Charlotte, NC as a premier location for major motion pictures as well as independent films that will
bring positive interest and business to the Carolina region.
As one of the leading production companies in North Carolina, their vision is to create a portfolio of
high-quality, box office hits created, developed, filmed, produced, and financed in the southeast. Their
productions to-date include action thrillers Sinners & Saints and Shotgun Kiss (in production), both of
which were directed by William Kaufman (The Prodigy, The Hit List).
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Carolina Film Works has also developed a suspense thriller currently in pre-production entitled
Abomination, which is scheduled to begin principal photography in western North Carolina and the
surrounding area in 2011. For more information, please visit www.carolinafilmworks.com.
Rodney Blair
Rodney Blair served in the US Army as a Ranger and Special Forces Soldier.
Retiring after 20 years of active service, he now resides in York, SC where he is a
real estate investor as well as an independent movie producer. Blair's years of
experience in the military have led to a fascination with making fun adrenalinerushed action films that are believable. This combined with his strong business
savvy has made Blair the ideal production executive for action thrillers like
Sinners & Saints that center on military references.
Alfred De La Garza
Alfred De La Garza started out as a production assistant on several short films
before moving on to feature-length films. He wore many production hats such as
boom operator, set designer, and production coordinator before working his
way up the ranks to become a producer. After working alongside some of the
Charlotte area’s most talented filmmakers, his latest involvement as a producer
has been with an up and coming film director, William Kaufman (The Prodigy,
The Hit List) on Sinners & Saints and Shotgun Kiss (in production).
Leon Dunn
Leon Dunn is a native of Charlotte, NC who has had the rare opportunity to live
all over the world. His travels, which span from Asia to Europe, have afforded
him the understanding of a vast array of cultures. These experiences have been
vital in making Dunn the creative film visionary he is today. Since returning to
Charlotte, Dunn has been instrumental in building a close relationship with the
Charlotte Regional Film Commission, as well as the Charlotte Regional
Partnership, a non-profit organization dedicated to the planned growth and
prosperity of the Charlotte region.
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Jayson Stamper
When most think of movies like Sinners & Saints, they think of studio films
because of the big-name cast, explosions and large action set pieces, and the 35
mm look that resonates on the screen. But Sinners & Saints is evidence of Jayson
Stamper's mission to do more with less, without sacrificing quality. For him and
the rest of the Carolina Film Works crew, that means making connections with
people who have specific skill sets around the country and here in Charlotte,
where there are tremendously talented individuals who pursue film aggressively.

Anthony Carlton
Anthony began working with CFW in early 2009, but has been associated with
our partnership since 2002. He brings to the table an extensive international
relations experience, as well as spear-headed numerous business deals and
mergers with Fortune 500 companies. Because of his vast knowledge of
International relations, CFW is proud to announce his role as partner and
Director of Investor Relations.

SPECIAL OPERATIONS WARRIOR FOUNDATION
For 30 years, the Special Operations Warrior Foundation, a nonprofit 501 (c) (3) organization, has provided college educations
to the surviving children of Army, Navy, Air Force and Marine
Corps special operations personnel killed in combat or training.
Additionally, the Warrior Foundation provides immediate
financial assistance to special operations personnel severely
wounded so their loved ones can be bedside during their
recovery. The Special Operations Warrior Foundation also provides college scholarship grants, not
loans, to surviving children of special operations personnel killed in combat or training missions. For
more information, please visit www.specialops.org.
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CREDITS
Cast
Tom Berenger

...

Captain Trahan

Sean Patrick Flanery

...

Colin

Jolene Blalock

...

Stacy

Kim Coates

...

Detective Dave Besson

Costas Mandylor

...

Raymond Crowe

Jürgen Prochnow

...

Mr. Rhykin

Method Man

...

Weddo

Brooklyn Sudano

...

Beth Ganz

Louis Mandylor

...

Cole

Johnny Strong

...

Detective Sean Riley

Jessica Heap

...

Becky

Jake La Botz

...

Melvin

Bas Rutten

...

Dekker

Michael O'Laskey II

...

Soldier

Kevin Phillips

...

Detective Will Ganz

Maya Stojan

...

Nadia

Ron Balicki

...

Rucker

Sonny Puzikas

...

Renko

Taylor Faye Ruffin

...

Sara Ganz

John Ceallach

...

NOPD Officer

Lew Knopp

...

Slater

Wayne Douglas Morgan

...

Detective

Holt Boggs

...

Detective Tom Wyatt

Faouzi Brahimi

...

Mercenary

Leon Dunn

...

Mercenary

Evan Karagias

...

Lynch

Mark Hanson

...

Griff

Bobby Joyner

...

Soldier

Matt Beckham

...

Detective Moe Tillman

Jack Brunacini Jr.

...

Dunn

Ross Britz

...

Jerry
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Justin A. Williams

...

Dre

Kirk Kepper

...

Mercenary

Jay Moses

...

Sonny

Michael Marco

...

The Snitch

Willie Laureano

...

Cruz

Magic

...

Dwayne

Rodney Blair

...

Mercenary

Barbara Dalla-Riva

...

Call Girl

Justin Frazier

...

Coroner

Fred Degerberg

...

Detective

Johnny Martin Walters

...

Willis

Scott Danger Thomas

...

Forensic Photographer 1

Scott Danger Powers

...

Forensic Photographer

Gregory Segal

...

Internal Affairs Cop (uncredited)

Ron Balicki

....

producer

Mark Andrew Clark

....

producer

Michael Dragotto

....

executive producer

Leon Dunn

....

executive producer

Dan Garcia

....

producer

King Hollis

....

co-producer

Diana Lee Inosanto

....

co-producer

Colby Mitchell

....

producer

Gregory Segal

....

co-producer

Jay Stamper

....

co-producer

Michael Thompson

....

associate producer

Lawrence Varnado

....

associate producer

Produced by

Cinematography
Mark Rutledge
Film Editing
Russell White
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Casting
Cathy Henderson
Production Design
Jason Mueller
Makeup Department
Cat Bernier

....

hair stylist

Cat Bernier

....

makeup artist

Eva Woodby

....

assistant makeup artist

Second Unit Director or Assistant Director
Mike De La Vina

....

second assistant director

Mitch Dickman

....

first assistant director

Matthew D. Miller

....

second second assistant director

Mark C. Stevens

....

first assistant director: second unit

Mark C. Stevens

....

second second assistant director

Alicia Dean

....

set dresser

Paul Dearinger

....

set dresser

Eileen Dennehy

....

art director: Dallas

Eileen Dennehy

....

property master

John Richoux

....

leadman

Deanna Simmons

....

property assistant

Deanna Simmons

....

property master: Dallas

Nicholas Wilson

....

set dresser

Glen Frazier

....

adr recordist

Rachel Grissom

....

sound mixer

Ryan Grissom

....

sound mixer

Ryan Grissom

....

sound: second unit

Art Department

Sound Department
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Phil Hadaway

....

sound recordist

Cat Bernier

....

special effects makeup

Kevin Carter

....

special effects contact lenses

Mark Hava

....

special effects technician

Marcus Koch

...

pop effects

Marcus Koch

....

special effects makeup

Shelby McIntyre

....

prop effects

Shelby McIntyre

....

special effects makeup

Carlos Savant

....

special effects assistant: dayplayer

Brian Schuley

....

special effects coordinator

Neil Stockstill

....

special effects

Vito Trabucco

....

special effects assistant

Ron Balicki

....

fight choreographer

Ron Balicki

....

stunt coordinator

Danny Cosmo

....

utility stunts

Keith Davis

....

stunt double

Chris J. Fanguy

....

utility stunts

Jeff Galpin

....

stunt coordinator

Diana Lee Inosanto

....

assistant stunt coordinator: Los Angeles

Willie Laureano

....

stunts

Troy Miller

....

stunts

Mike Mukatis

....

stunt double

Garrik Palumbo

....

stunts

Alaine Rono

....

stunts

Justin A. Williams

....

stunts

Jack Brunacini Jr.

....

stunts (uncredited)

Special Effects

Stunts

Camera and Electrical Department
Steve Acheson

....

steadicam operator

Steve Albovias

....

key grip: Los Angeles unit
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Zachary Armstrong

....

first assistant camera: "b" camera

Jarrod Austin

....

film loader

Tom Banks

....

director of photography: second unit

Phil Beard

....

gaffer

Richard Card

....

second assistant camera

David R. Higgins

....

aerial director of photography

David R. Higgins

....

first assistant camera

Justin Stewart Johnson

....

second assistant camera: Los Angeles unit

Sergio Munoz Jr.

....

best boy electrician: Los Angeles

Dustin Pegg

....

second assistant camera: "b" camera

Andy Sparaco

....

camera operator: "c" camera

Elliot Westphal

....

best boy electrician: New Orleans

Aaron L. Williams

....

set videographer

Michael Zogleman

....

gaffer: Los Angeles unit

....

local casting

Casting Department
Matt Keith

Costume and Wardrobe Department
Lindsey Sandrick

....

wardrobe supervisor

Liz Barker

....

production assistant

Anthony Bernabeo

....

master armorer

Rodney Blair

....

associate executive

Morgan Camie

....

production coordinator

Nancy Clark

....

production assistant

Fred Delagarza

....

associate producer

Stacey England

....

script supervisor

Cody Gautreau

....

intern

Sherry Gunderman

....

script supervisor: Los Angeles unit

Justin Kline

....

production assistant

Casey J. Simon

....

production assistant

Other crew
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